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THE PRINCETON LEADER

A trifle late to do much toward creating
Interest in Kentucky's ill-fated Sesquicentennial Celebration, 160th birthday party
planned to extend from May through October which became a war casualty almost
before it got started, comes to our desk a
206-page volume entitled "Kentucky In
Retrospect" which has great appeal because of its many pictures and which contains information about the Commonwealth
of very material value to every Kentuckian
who has even a passing interest in his
Btate's history and development.
The volume is issued by the Sesquicentennial Commission, authored by Mrs.
William Breckinridge Ardery, of Paris; Mrs.
William Preston Drake, of Bowltng Green,
and Judge Samuel M. Wilson, of Lexington,
and edited by Mrs. Ardery and Hon. Harry
V. McChesney, of Frankfort. It is, in every
respect, a notable contribution to enduring
Kentuckiana and Ige regret it cannot find
a place in many Kentucky homes, because
funds permitted only a limited press run.
When it comes to Kentucky history, perhaps no individuals in the State are more
competent to perform such a labor of love
as Judge Wilson, Mrs. Ardery, Mr. McChesney and the others who helped with this
book. That these authors and editors, nonprofessionals in copy and proof reading, permitted a few errors (as to dates of recent
happenings) to creep into the book is readily
understandable by those who have had experience in such work; but the finished product is of such great worth, contains so
much of Kentucky's romantic and historical
allure as to make easily pardonable the relatively few inaccuracies in so complete a
chronology of noteworthy personages and
events.
It is our understanding "Kentucky in
Reprospect" is to be sent to all libraries,
schools and educational institutions, to be
used as a reference work. Certainly it presents Kentucky's case well; its illustrations,
seven of them in full color, are masterpieces
of the printer's art, its recitation of the
valiant deeds of Kentucky's pioneer heroes
will stir all who scan its pages, and those
who are responsible for it deserve the
thanks of all Kentuckians for a very valuable contribution to Kentucky's permanent
records.

114,
Community Has Big
Stake In Newspaper
Since the "Truth in Advertising" campaign of some years ago, !Which was inaugurated by the newspaper profession, the
public has come to rely almost implicitly upon advertisements, say Rodger W. Babson,
Doted financial authority.
Newspapers have declined to accept misleading advertising, retailers everywhere
have come to know only truthful merchandising through the display windows of their
newspaper pays in the long pull, and agencies
have embraced the tenet for their own.
Recently, says Mr. Babson, advertising
agencies and newspapers have apparently
believed the consumer goods industrieb must
fall off badly . . . but, declares the economist, this is not true. He continues:
"I feel that Washington will find ways
and means to supply the buying public with
most of its needs. The vast machinery of
manufacturing and distributing which makes
up our great retail trade will be kept running.
"The average reader accepts his newspaper as a matter of course. Newspapers
are, however, as important to their communities as are municipal conveniences and
services. Probably no single item would be
missed more from our lives than our newspaper. A newspaper is the greatest buy in
the world. All papers, regardless of size,
are highly educational. Unlike other great
Institutions of learning, however, they are
not endowed and must be self-supporting.
Naturally, what keeps a paper going is its
advertising revenue.
"Such revenue is vastly important not
only to the papers, but to retailers, to manufacturers, and even to churches. All kinds
of civic and social organizations .rely upon
free notices of their activities. For this
reason, I would like to see all daily newspapers sell for five cents and weeklies for
10 cents.
"We all have more of a stake in the business of advertising and newspaper publish-

/

•

Lest We Forget
We have been reading latterly about a
German peace offensive and there have been
a few straws in the wind indicative of such
an effort if the present campaign against
the Soviet Republic fails to bring Hitler
abundant oil after a smashing victory this
summer.
It is interesting therefore to turn back
the pages of history and see when the
Kaiser's Reich, knowing its armies were
beaten in the other World War, offered
peace.
An enlightening bit of literature, a copy
of a handbill which was dropped by the
tens of thousands from German planes over
Allied trenches toward the close of WW I,
has •just been sent to the editor of The
Leader. This is how it read:
THE GERMAN PEOPLE OFFERS PEACE.
The new German democratic government has this programme:
"The will of the people is the highest
law."
The German people wants quickly to
end the slaughter.
The new German popular government
therefore has offered an ARMISTICE . . .
and has declared itself ready for PEACE
on the basis of justice and reconciliation of
nations.
It is the will of the German people that
it should live in peace with all peoples,
honestly and loyally.
What has the new German popular government done so far to put into practice
the will of the people and to prove its good
and upright intentions?
a) The new German government has
appealed to President Wilson to bring about
peace.
It has recognized and accepted all the
principles which President Wilson proclaimed as a basis for a general lasting peace of
justice among the nations.
b) The new German government has
solemnly declared its readiness to evacuate
Belgium and to restore it.
c) The new German government is ready
to come to an honest understanding with
_
Frr..nce. about . . Alsace-Lorraine.
dY The new German government has restricted the U-boat War . . . No passenger
steamers not carrying troops or war material will be attacked in future.
e) The new German government has declared that it will withdraw all German
troops back over the German frontier.
f) — The new German government has
asked the Allied Governments to name commissioners to agree upon the practical
measures of the evacuation of Belgium and
France.
These are the deeds of the new German
popular government. Can these be called
mere words, or bluff, or propaganda?
Who is to blame, if an armistice is not
called now?
Who is to blame if daily thousands of
brave soldiers needlessly have to shed their
blood and die?
Who is to blame, if the hitherto undestroyed towns and villages of France and
Belgium sink in ashes?
Who is to blame, if hundreds of thousands
of unhappy women and children are driven
from their homes to hunger and freeze?
The German people offers its hand for
peace.
111
The Uruguay Constitution of 1934 follows the general pattern of that of the
United States.
111
Some Cornish tin mines are tunneled
under the floor of the sea.
Henry Ford was born on a farm near his
present office at Dearborn, Michigan.
The people of the Falkland Islands are
almost exclusively of pure British descent.
'1114
Uruguay produces from 15 to 18 percent
of the world's meat exports.

PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
Twenty-six years ago, when this
reporter was first breaking in on the
Lexington Herald, two now famous
newspaper
tho, lamentably, dead
reporters were beginning to win nation-wide acclaim as columnists.
Columnists are plentiful now . . .
The Leader has two . . . and nearly
every daily newspaper worthy of the
name has several. They're so popular
of
now that almost every reader
newspapers follows their stuff, even
tho, like this column, it frequently is
drivel.
The two who first impressed Pennyriler were Ring W. Lardner, who
started the still widely read column
"Wake of the News," in the Chicago
Tribune, and Luke McLuke, of the
Cincinnati Enquirer, who doted upon
"corn-fed girls," and wrote many
amusing bits about them.
Ring Lardner, a sports reporter,
was sent off to New York once on a
time, to cover the World's Series . . .
He wrote pieces about a man rowing
a boat -an--a river, said scene being
visible from the press box; and nary
a word did he write about the 'baseball games. It was screamingly funny . . . and that's when Lardner
blossomed as the greatest American
satirist of his day and age; just about
the only one except George Ade.

!ft
Soon Lardner was free lancing; and
"The Wake of the News" had a new
columnist in charge . . . who daily
pleaded with readers for help. He got
it. Luke McLuke did the same, with
similar results. People from all over
the country sent in bits for both
columns; and they gained in interest
and humor. Today one of the CourierJournal columnists, Allen Trout, is
dishing up what must be to thousands
of Kentuckians very interesting verse,
old tales, legend, superstitions, fancies and facts connected with byegone days in this State and elsewhere.
He gets his stuff almost exclusively
from contributors.
Today Pennyriler breaks out like
this because, pfter two years and
a little more, comes a contrib6tion,
sent anonymously, which fits right
into Postscripts and brings forth the
foregoing reminiscenses from a journalistic career which begins to span a
good many years.

Little Marshall told Gramma Katie
his father would bring him

May

something from Louisville this week
but wouldn't bring anything
for
mother "because they don't have
things up there for girls." The guy
be smarter than I
thought!

(MP) must

Having just passed through
the
experience, Pennyriler extends sympathy to Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Bishop
who are soon to move . . Of course
they'll have nize home after moving
is over . . . if they survive until then.
Welcome is extended to an old
Eddyville friend, George V. Lewis,
pharmacist, supplying for Cliff Wood.
Mr. Lewis formerly was pharmacist at
the Lyon County Drug Store, where
he formed many enduring friendships.
Contributed wisecrack's, Anyhow
-,
it's better to get out on the wrong
side of the bed than sleep all day . . .
A close shave makes the course of
true love run smoother . . . The Germans are going to find out that
American boys are able to put on a
good front . . . It must be hard for a
woman candidate to admit that she
is one of the plain people . . . Some
people take advantage of the fact that
it isn't human to be perfect . . .
Wives don't mind listening to reason
—if it's not the same one too often.

vik

Yik

Here's the contribution:
THE HOME TOWN PAPER
John Kelly in Chicago Tribune
"When the evenin' meal is over an'
the dishes put away,
An' you settle down to store your
mind with happenin's of the day,

By G. M. P

Comes a peaceful feelin' o'er you,
brushin' from your face a frown,
As you scan the weekly paper from
your ol' home town.
"It tells you all about who's sick an'
those who come an' go.
Likewise the comm n' vendue at the
farm of Jabez Stowe.
The burnin' of the cider mill belongin' to 'Hub' Brown.
Get's a write-up in the paper from
your ol' home town.
"There ain't an entertainment of a
meetin' where they pray,
But what I know about it though I'm
livin' far away.
If the chicken-pox is ragin' or the
mumps is goin' roun',
I peruse it in the paper from my ol'
home town.
''I read the mornin' papers and the
evenin' papers, too.
An' I sometime pick a novel up an'
sort of skip it through;
But when I want some pabulum,
which nowhere else is bun,'
I unwrap the little paper from my
ol' home town.
"They say our good an' bad deeds are
recorded upon high,
So that God can classify us when it
comes our time to die;
If that be true, I know a man who's
goin' to wear a crown—
He's the gent who runs the paper in
my ol' home town."

Thanks, friend, for the contribution. I think it comes from "The Wake
of the News." And, because I ardently
admired Ring Lardner, avidly read
everything he wrote (the best was
about a bridge game between two
married couples) the gift makes this
week's column a real pleasure to at
least one person: The Editor.

'

POWELL

BILL
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ing than we realize. Our papers make it
possible for us to have not only our local
news but information from every point in
the world. Washington certainly owes a debt
to all papers, whether editorially they are
"for" or "agin" the administration. Rationing and other government controls could
not be put into effect without free publicity
given by the press."

11111
When foreign enterprise in 1876
built China's first railroad-.--a 10-mile,
narrow-gauge line from Shanghai to
Woosung—it was promptly bought and
destroyed by the government.
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"Kentucky In Retrospect"
A Notable Chronology
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War Stamps For
4-H Fair Prizes

By John Selby
Wide World Features
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"RIVER ROGUE", by Brainard
Cheney
Unless Aunt Sophonisba is
pretty tough, it will be wise to
keep Brainard Cheney's "River
Rogue" out of her hands. This
novel is the hard-boiled novel to
end all such, and make no mistake about it.
Put into the fewest possible
words, it is the story of a white
boy who ran away from home
when he found his mother entertaining too many male friends,
who hid himself in the Georgia
swamps with a negro family,
who later took to the rivers as
a dumber rafter and conquered
the river, the raftsmen, and finally the town of Darien. It is
the old story of a man who
gained power, and found its
pleasures taken from him, in
this case by the murder of his
wife. Who found also that the
numerous small strands which
in the aggregate could bind him
W.A.T.C. CO-EDS WILL LOOK LIKE THIS—Three Indiana were strands which ran back
to himself as he had been, for
Unitersity students at Bloomington, Ind., model uniforms -which
will be worn this fall by co-eds in the Women's Auxiliary Train- which he was responsible.
But this is only the skeleton of
ing corps, as they. prepare for service in the Women Army Auxithe novel. The heart lies in the
liary corps. The W. A. T. C. will be the feminine counter-part of
terrific power of Mr. Cheney's
the R. 0. T. C., for men students. Left to right are: Jean Clemens,
writing. He writes as a man
Evansville, Ind.; Sonya Schlee, Indianapolis, and Lorraine Holswields a machete, flailing away
inger, Wolcottville, Ind.
—AP Telemat
at words, blasting a green trail
vanished in gunsmoke and dead- driver's employer had
4,000 through them in a kind of desly shrapnel.
hours in the air as a pilot . . . perate madness that proves to
have been an ordered madness
MEMOS OF MAIN STREET: By the time Miss So-an-So gets
when the end is reached.
Allie Butler showed the boys through busting fenders and
The men Snake Sutton fought
up again last week and delivered causing other motorists to sin,
and eventually bested were tough
papers on three routes for ailing bell have twice that . . . Goodbeyond words. They had a creed,
pals . . . Feller at Paducah who bye George Eldred and may
which was that once you starthired a woman bus driver prob- God keep close watch on everyably never saw a female pilot thing you do . . . And may the listed last week as two who
powder her face at a busy in- Japs not be as tough as some could imagine
wedding
bells
tersection or scream when she of your court cases here . . . ringing . . . Read "Out of the
French
and
saw a bug fly in the car win- George
Martha Night" again and
buy
War
dow . . . Paper said the lady Littlepage might be the couple Bonds,

War stamps instead of cash
will be awarded in prizes at
the annual District 4-H Club
Fair at Lexington August 18,
19 and 20.
Sponsored
by the Fayette
County 4-H Leaders' Council,
the Lexington Board of, Commerce and the Man o'War Post
of the American Legion, the
fair is open to 20,000 club boys
and girls in 53 counties. Departments include all kinds of
livestock, poultry, corn, potatoes,
garden crops, clothing, canning,
foods and room improvement
exhibits.
Fayette County Future Farmers have a separate department
featuring livestock, truck crops
and corn.

TO DIE FOR TREASON—Max Stephan (center) walks through
the basement of the Detroit, Mich., federal building between two
federal officers after he had been sentenced to hang for treason
by Federal Judge Arthur J. Tuttle. The naturalized Detroit
tavern keeper aided an escaped Nazi flier.
—AP Telemat
ed a lumber raft toward Darien, portrait burned out with quickyou got the raft to Darien, come lime. China is also painted in
hell or high water: Beyond that, bitter colors, but accurately and
anything went. Your raft de- with a devilish cunning. Bud
livered, it was the thing to get True, the raftsman, is another of
drunk first, and later to go the gallery, and the negro Poss,
down to China's house if you one of the brood with which
still could stand on your two Sutton grew up, is perfect as a
feet. Often you could not. After literary creation—which means
Darien had sucked you dry, that he does not seem a literary
you went back to the starting creation at all. The rivers, the
point and did the whole thing swamps, the speech of the
over again.
Mr. Cheney's Snake Sutton is
a full length, four dimensional

Wallace Oliver, Caldwell county boy who has been living since
childhood with T. L. Byard, filed a petition with County Judge
Herman Lee Stephens Tuesday
to have his name changed to
Wallace Byard. The youth had
been using the name of his
foster father several years before making it official.
people and the earthiness of
the whole will stay by any reader who survives the book's impact.

Insurance
Fire and Auto
Capital Stock Co. Insurance
is safe and reliable.
Princeton,
Phone 25
110 S. Jefferson St.

for the measurement of
Illinois Central participation in the
war continue to develop from day to day.
One shows how Illinois Central enlistments
are running well into the second tholoand
— not relatives of workers, but workers
themselves. Another shows how Illinois
Central rails are humming under the unprecedented wartime traffic and how efficiency is increasing.
despite the lack of materials that would make the increase
less difficult.
And now there comes an additional Measure in the
announcement that Illinois Central workers have substantially passed the 90 per cent mark in the purchase of war
bonds on the payroll plan. That accomplishment brings us-all of us—the right to display the Minute Man emblem and
to roll up our sleeves anew for the final drive to the 100 per
cent position.
Up to the middle of July some 93 per cent of the Illinois
Central's 37,256 employes had subscribed for war bonds.
Monthly payroll deductions totaled $283,671. On a yearly
basis these would account for purchases totaling $3,4011,052.
Cash purchases otherwise,including pre-campaign deductions,
were reported to total $1,788,924. Combined, these indicate
a total year's purchases aggregating $5,192,976, a sum not so
very far short of 10 per cent of the railroad's total payroll of
$65,362,288 in 1941.
We may confidently expect some such goal to be reached
in the not-so-distant future. For all of which we want to thank
the members of the Illinois Central war bond solicitation committee which has functioned so successfully in the campaign
to date.
In this connection also, I want to pay a sincere tribute of
approval to the personnel of the railway labor organizations,
who went to bat in great style for this essential patriotic
entwprise and assured its success. The labor executives
assumed a degree of initiative and leadership which took the
project largely out of the normal status of a managementsponsored idea and made it truly a co-operative effort—the
forerunner, it is to be hoped, of many enterprises both in and
out of railroading itself on which we shall go forward shoulder
to shoulder in the future fo,r the common good.
NTARDSTICKS
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Italy—with the chain
Let's blast Japan—and Germany—and
from the scrap in
built
be
can
that
lightning of destruction
and M our places
farms
our
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garages,
and
attics
our cellars,
of business.

waste
Scrap iron and steel, other metals, rubber and
planes
ships,
tanks,
make
to
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be
all
materials. It will

must have. It is needed
and the fighting weapons our boys
at once.
to a cbarity or collection
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you live on a farm,
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dealer.

Throw YOUR scrap into the fight!

This message approved by Conservation Division
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American Industries ..Falvng•
nil advertisement paid for by the
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funds provided by groups of leading

(representing and with

Local Salvage Committee,Phone 272
C. E. George, M. P. Brown, Mrs. J. W. Crowe, Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, Tom Simmons, Alton
C. W. COWIN, Chairman . . .
Cantrell, Howard Day, Dr. W. L. Cash, H. L. Stephens, J. F. Graham, Mrs. J. S. StineRudy
Gregory,
Templeton, R. S.
Denton Saul Pogrotsky, Mrs. Paul Cunningham, Dr. W. D. Rai/Matte; C. .1.
baugh, Rev. Chas. P. Brooks, Rev. E. S
Vii son, W.P.A. Chairinan.
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dealer;
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P'Poolf,
Bishop, Claude
f

ILLINOIS CENTRAL
SYSTEM

Pvt. Dow Kobertson, Camp
Robinson, Ark., was called home

are
Industry-wide crackdowns in production of civilian goods
"concenit
call
they
WPB
step.
At
imminent. This is the next big
instance,
tration." It means that all manufacture of bicycles, for
manubike
other
All
factories.
will be concentrated in a couple of
facturers must tool for war production or go out of business.
director, virtually
A law giving Paul McNutt, war manpower
is
dictatorial powers to assign U. S. men and women to war work
able-bodied
every
means
That
pass.
being drawn. It's a good bet to
war
person from 18 to 65 *ill work where it does the most good in

Sunday School at 9:45
Morning Worship at 11.
Baptist Training Union at 6:15
Evening Worship at 7:30
Prayet service at 7:30 Wednesday evening.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
John N. Fox, Pastor
Leonard Groom, S. S. Sug

With squirrel season opening
Saturday, 143 hunters have purchased licenses, 113 of them
county permits and 30 statewide,
County
Court
Clerk
Philip
Stevens said Wednesday. Fishermen have bought 378 fishing
licenses this year, he said.

Song
the wing,
on bees are on
highways are shimmer

st Has A
ed

g.
sweet is
er,
clouds boil
il over—
jacket, wool o
ke your
alter,
colde
migrate with the
eathel!
parched air roun
me the
skin
makes me ki
d night. It
bearde
and
tree
ited
rn—
born!
nturies of farmer
—Maude Barnes Mille

overThe war production set-up has quietly undergone a major
haul. The inefficient, unwieldy process of allocating raw materials,
which wasn't working, has been superseded. All-industry committees, staffed by men with production savvy, are being set up. It
means we're getting down to business, like the British in the
spring of '41, and for the same reason. In Britain, they muddled
and fiddled until the war came right home to roost. It took the
same crisis-compulsion to blast out the deadwood here.
J. S. Knowlson, WPB executive, summed it up recently when
he said "essential" was being re-defined. Things considered "essential" a year ago can very well be done without in many instances,
and theylre being ruthlessly junked for the duration.
In short, as the war moves closer, values change, and "essential" is stuff the military must have to carry on the fight. The
„
rest can go by the boards.
two weeks. Make
last
the
closer
in
The war has moved a lot
no mistake, the United Nations face a rough road for the next feW
months. These evidences of realistic thinking are only samples of
what's in the official mind. Don't be surprised at any new strictures.

CHURCH OF CHRIST
Charles Lancaster, Minister
Song service -9:45 a.m.
Preaching 10:00 a.m.
Subject, "Doctrines of Bataan."
Bible study 7:15 p.m.
Preaching 8:00 p.m. Subject,
nione of Our Business."
Bible study Wednesday 8 p.n.

Squirrel Hunters Prepare
For Season's Opening
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effort.
materials.
There's a blowoff in "black market" sales of raw
that
reports
over,
indignation
high
expressed
President Roosevelt
down
illegal sales were current, and several agencies are going
the line with real investigations.

9:45 am.—The Church School
10:45 am.—Service of Prais
and Meditation.
6:30 p.m.—Meeting of Youn
People.
7:45 p.m.—The evening hour
of worship.
Wednesday, 7:30 p. m.—The
mid-week fellow-ship

OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
E. S. Denton, Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
11:00 a.m. Sermon by
Wm. E. Brantley.
7:00 p.m. Youth Fellowship
7:45 p.m. Union service. Sermon by Rev. John Fox.
"Three gates must be closed
against sin's assault. They are
Appetite and Covetousness and
Pride. Stand guard at each gate."
—C. J. Harrell.
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A tiny 1).tint1.8 ave
(Continued from Page One)
mother, Mrs. Nannie Glass, last pounds Of laf.a
manud tlge
already
stocks
the shelves. Those available now are from
on pounds ol fl,0 for th,
items week. He is at his home
other
thousand
a
and
refrigerators
radios,
like
factured. Stuff
permit
will disappear. There won't be any relaxing of the rules to
limited manufacture, either.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
J. G. Cothran, Ministei.

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Chas. Brooks, Pastor
Bible school 9:45
Church Worship 10:55. Sermon "Does Christ Live in You?"
Evening worship at Methodist
Church.
Wednesday evening, 7:45 p.m.
prayer service. Find peace and
rest in worship with us. We
welcome everyone.

,sisso14111.11111111its1iiiii

e-Shrewsbury
Bean
and Mrs. W. 0.
Virginia, announce th
ernent of their daughte
,Elizabeth, to Ensign Jam
.Shrewsbufy,
rly
will take Om.
ceremony
e
Operating Bas
lie Naval
eighteent
cl on August, the
forty-tw
„en hundred and

n-Ray
CHECKERED CAREER is slated for fall school dresses. This
brown and white gingham smoothie is back-to-school choice of
Jo Anne Lewis, of Bedford Hills, N. Y., High.

Caldwell Soldier
Advances Rapidly
James Ray Jumps
From Buck Private To
Sergeant In 8 Months
James C. Ray, ion of Mrs.
Jodie Harmon who lives near
Princeton on Marion Road, has
made the climb from buck priv?te to sergeant in less than
eight months in the Army, it
was reported Monday. Sergeant
Ray was inducted last January
and sent to Ft. Riley, Kansas.
He was made a corporal
May and sergeant August 6. He
has been transferred to camp
Campbell. near
Hopkinsvili,
from Ft. Knox where he wi
from Ft. Riley.
Another son of Mrs. Harr:
Herbert Leslie Ray, is on duty
with the Merchant Marine in the
Gulf of Mexico. He was shipped

Crittenden Man Killed
When Kicked By Horse
Marion.—William Cowan,
Crittenden county farmer

Construction workers here who
can qualify physically can join
the Navy's new battalion, "Sea
Bees" and follow their own line
of work in serving their country, it was announced Tuesday.

All ratings for construction in
Monday afternoon, was reported
the
Naval Reserve are
now
to have been "kicked by a horse
and killed instantly" by Coroner open. It is the intention of Navy
recruiters to step up enlistment
P. T. Boucher.
in the "Sea Bees' if possible.
Tuesday. Young Ray, barely 19,
Recruiting officers are
in
tried to get into the Navy last Princeton each Tuesday
and
year but was rejected when .his Wednesday to supply complete
father refused to sign his appli- information and accept applicacation.'
tions.

LAIRD CREGAR
Save at Least 20%
At rated companies . . .
Non-assesable participating standard policies.
SEE . . .

Cummins Insurance
Agency

JOHN SHEPPERD
VICTOR FRANCEN
HARRY DAVENPORT
WARD BOND
DOUGLAS DUMBRILLE
RALPH BYRD

erected by

Weary Hathaway
Prefaced by
William Perlberg

Office 109 W. Main

and Mrs. Leo Linton, 10
street, announce the mar
of their daughter, Mildre
le, to Mr. Alfred Ray, so
s. Goldie Ray, N. Jefferipo
a
t, Friday, August 7,
nville, N. C. The ceremon
Rev
the
performed by
at the parsonage of th
Baptist Church in Jack
Her aunt, Mrs. Barne
was the only attendan
. Ray is a graduate of th
of 1941 of the Butler Hig
1 and for a time durin
ast year had been employe
e office of County Judg
an Lee Stephens.
. Ray has been a membe
.e U. S .Marines Corps th
five years.

ten-Morris

. . . These Swell Shorts! . .
THE DON
SUPERMAN
CARTOON
CHORUS
In Color

IT TOOK A WOMAN!

The Showing of a
Great Motion Picture!
From the most widely read novel since
"Gone With the
Wind"!

to convince him he could
make more-going straight!

EDWARD G.

ROBINSON
Out of darkest Africa
... to Broadway... with John
Virginia
Charles
on the trail of kid- SHEFFIELD • GREY•BICKFORD
Paul KELLY • Chill WILLS
napped Boy! Most
Scram. Play by William R. Lipman and
amazing picture ever
Mylas Connolly
Directed by RICHARD THORPE
filmed!
Produced by Fradmith Stephan'

Plus These Delightful Short Units!
"THE DIZZY KITTY"
A Color Cartoon

SATIJRDAY

"MOBY DICK'S HOME
TOWN"

. Laura Routen, Princeto
unces the marriage of he
hter, Lorene, to Mr. Robei
Morris, Saturday, August
e parsonage of the Firs
ist Church in Chariest°
The Rev. W. T. Darwi
r, officiated.
. Morris attended Butle
School, and has been em
ed ,at the Princeton Hosier
r. Morris is the son -of Mr
rs. Deamon Morris, Prin,
Route 2. He is a graduate 0
er High School and for th
several years has been ern
ed at the City Feed Store.

Ann Stedman
Lecc
St whose approaching mar
to Lieut. Joseph Stephen
U. S. Army was announc
recently was honored by
wer at the West Main stree
e of Mrs. Robert Colema
dnesday night, August 12.
iss Mable Johnston, Mr.
•3, Bryant and Mrs. .J.
loway were hostesses.
hewer guests were served
ieious luncheon. The dinin
rn and table were decoratif
h patriotic colors
of red, whit
blue. The room was softl
ted by hlue candles set a

MOVIETONE NEWS
Lowell Thomas

Ile & 24c. Until 5 P.M.
1 lc
30c After 5 P.M.
Extra! Chapter 3—

It's Rollicking .. Frolicking!

MILLION DOLLAR
SUPEIZ SERIAL

4,

BIG FEATI RE

3 DAYS! STARTING

SUNDAY, AUG. 3 0

HE'S THE REST IN THE WEST!

•

starring
BUCK JONES
DICK FORAN
LEO CARRILLO
and big cast

POOR KEM -TONE INTO PAN.
•No seed to worry about
brushes when you "Kern-T
remarkable new painting t

SUER WIN -WILLIAMS

Y,

'Madisonville street
poA
ndn of
tIn
pOUndE of bread4iVerge
tIOU1'
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SIGN ON COUR 1 HOUSE
Cunningham, Norman Bromley, taming to the Baptist Training guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Harold Creekmur, Miss Anna School in Louisville, was given Pasteurs,
TO AID ARMY PILOTS
Bet Pruett and
Mrs. W. C. Moore, Paducah,
Mrs. Delmar by Mrs. Clifton Wood. The subMrs. Walter Myers, Washing- FLYING VIA PRINCETON
On
Shortt.
ject was "Think
These spent last week-end with her ton street, submitted to a tonWith traffic in the air bebreath of
the
and
r
Are
Gaines
of mother, Mrs. Sallie Lamb, E. silectomy Monday.
were
Things,
playcontests
Whatsoeve
is
ct
heavy, Princeton
coming
ed and prizes were won by Bill Praise."
Raymond Holland, Marstreet.
Market
Mrs.
its name printed
have
will
clouds
the
O'Malley and Judy Pruett.
Following the business session
is boil up,
Miss Edith Dunbar, Paducah, ion, underwent a minor operaletters across
bold
in
soon
by
were
the
nts
and
a
served
group made
program,
Refreshme
•rer—
wool or
the top of the courthouse so
Miss Anna Bet Pruett and Mrs. scrap book which will be pre- is spending her vacation with tion Monday.
,your jacket,
where
Mr. Bill Moneymaker, Mexico,
airmen will know
1Clyde Twisdale.
sented to the Princeton Hospital. her mother, Mrs. Amanda Dunther,
much improved after a week's
colder
is
they are, Dr. W. L. Cash,
the
Present were Mesdames Alvin bar, Locust street.
migrate with
treatment.
mayor, said Tuesday.
Lisanby, Claude Koltinsky, Clifther!
Miss Koltinsky Hostess
Miss Rachel Smiley left for
Mr. C. E. Lockhart, Mexico,
Councilmen brought it up
air round
Larkins,
ton Wood, William
me the parched
her home in Chicago Saturday, is improved after treatment.
To
Merry
Maids
and have conferred with
and
Dorroh
Paul
Tommie
Ryan,
skin
Mrs. Garrett Prince, Princecounty authorities about oarmakes me kin
The Merry Maids Club held Robert Jacob; Misses Mary Wilson after a two week's visit with her
d night. It
rangements for painting the
bearded
aw, Mrs. Bob Smiley. ton, will be dismissed the latter
the
at
and
their
sister-in-l
regular
meeting
LitPrince.
and
Baker
Charline
tree
ted
of this week.
sign.
' home of Miss Flora Jane Kol- tle Shirley Ryan was a visitor.
Mr. an Mrs. George Hill will part
Princeton is along the route
Mrs. L. E. Woodall, Marion, is
tinsky, Eddyville Road, TuesAt the close of the meeting, leave Friday for St. Louis,
turies of farmer born!
taken by numerous army
under treatment ,this week.
day evening, August 11, at 7:30 ice cream and cake was served
—Maude Barnes Miller
where they will spend the weekroutine flights
flyers on
Mrs. Zana Butler, Fredonia,
o'clock.
by the hostess.
end with their daughter, Mar- was dismissed
Tuesday after
North and South.
session,
business
the
During
-Shrewsbury
garet Elizabeth. Miss Hill is treatment for ten days.
new officers were erected to fill
Beane,
chemist with the U. S.
0.
junior
W.
Mrs.
Hens on American farms laid
Viva Dale Martin, Princeton,
and
vacancies. New officers are: secArmy Store there.
the
a tonsilectomy Mon- 5,769,000,000 eggs in May.
announce
underwent
Virginia,
and
treasNancy
Catlett,
retary,
k.
Mrs. Alfred Ray
Mr. and Mrs. Gresham Pettit, day.
Mrs. Ann Harper spent last
urer, Mabel Johnston. Four new
merit of their daughter,
le as the Salem, were the recent guests
in
week-end
Hopkinsvil
Miss Palestine Fletcher, MexiElizabeth, to Ensign James each end of the table and red members were voted in. They guest of Miss Dorothy Hurley.
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. co, was dismissed Monday after
Shrewsbury.
roses, blue forget-me-nots and were Misses Lucile Cray, Emma
WANT SPEEDY SUDS-.
Tommy Stephenson, Henshaw, Gayle Pettit.
treatment.
ceremony will take place white baby's breath's were ar- Glass, Catherine Joiner and visited Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Wila
was
Maxwell
B.
J.
Mrs.
Mrs. Jack Bankston, Princeton, I YET MILD ONES,TOO?
Christine Phillips.
Base
e "War -Operating
visitor in Paducah Wednesday, was dismissed Tuesday after a
liams here Monday night.
ranged beautifully --abOut ihe
Mary
were
Misses
Present
,
eighteenth
on August the
SWAN'S THE FLOATIN&
Mrs. Fred Howard is visiting .James Johnson, Paducah,spent minor operation.
room in range of the candle Margaret
Johnson, Josephine
week-end with his parents,
n hundred and forty-two.
Ill.
last
in
Lincoln,
subrelatives
Sheridan,
Jones,
Russell
light.
Cantrell, Nancy Catlett, MarSOAP FOR YtDU
Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Query Mr. and Mrs. Harry Johnson.
mitted to an emergency operaChildress, Mabel
The bride-to-be receivea num- garet June
,
Evansville
Glendall Singleton,
to their home in
tion Sunday, and was dismiss-Ray
erous gifts presented just be- Johnston, Ann Stedman Leech, have returned
Jacksonville, Fla., after a visit visited friends and relatives here ed the same day.
and Mrs. Leo Linton, 106 fore guests were served. Miss Louise Kevil, Helen Hopper,
last week-end.
with friends here.
Misses Bobbie Watson and
street, announce the Mar- Johnston acted as toastmaster. Katherine Kevil, Anna Garret
Miss Betty Lee Blackburn has Nora Belle Edrington have reMrs. Frances Morgan has reRobbie
Mildred
Sevison,
Martha
GrayMrs.
were
present
daughter,
Ratliff,
Those
their
a
turned from a two week's visit recently accepted a position in cently accepted positions on the
:e. to Mr. Alfred Ray, son son Harralson, Mrs. George Pet- Lou Hobgood, Virginia Wylie in Frankfort with her sister, Paducah.
nurses' staff.
Goldie Ray, N. Jefferson tit, Miss Gene Cash, Miss Anna and Flora Jane Koltineky.
Gordon Brown, Detroit, is
Mrs. J. E. McMacan, and Mr.I
be
held
will
at
meeting
next
7,
Katherine
The
Miss
Mary DeMeyer,
Friday, August
visiting relatives here.
McMacan.
THE LEADER
nville, N. C. The ceremony Kevil, Miss Elizabeth Stephens, Tuesday evening, August 18,
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Sam
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and
Mr.
performed by the Rev. Miss Johnston, Mrs. Bryant, Mrs. at 7:30 o'clock, at the home of
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visiting
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Lucile Buchanan and Mrs. Alice Princeton,
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Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Boyd
N. Harrison street.
Baptist Church in Jack- and Miss Leech.
will
She
Dawson Springs, on the
week.
Murphy,
this
Paducah
moth Cave.
Miss Leech is the attractive
Ile. Her aunt, Mrs. Barney
Gene Cash is visiting also visit relatives in Mayfield birth of a daughter, Patsy Carol,
Miss
was the only attendant. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Girls' Interest
Sunday, August 9, at the Princebefore her return home.
friends in Fulton.
Ray is a graduate of the Leech Sr., West Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Gowin ton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Pickens
Meets
Group
of 1941 of the Butler High
Mr. and Mrs. David Moore,
a week's and family are visiting Mrs.
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Merchandise
Reduced To Sell

FATRA:

OOOOGOOOOOOOC

DY

HAPPY?"

APPLY ,Oft-Zire
HERE'S THE NEW, EASY WAY TO

From the following superior lines: Nelly
Don, Ann Foster, LeVine, Junior Guild, Snyder
of California, Ken Classics, Ann Mitchell, Lampe,
Don-a-Tog, Nardis and Catalina.
Our new fall merchandise is arriving everyJay.

ROLL REM -TONE ON SURFACES.
-TONE.
IMP ROLLER- KOATER IN KEM
on your
Roller-Koater. It rolls Kern -Tone
•No aced to worry about the war scarcity of walls—easily, smoothly, evenly. We will be
this
us!
brushes when you "Kem-Tone". just use
glad to demonstrate. Ask
remarkable new painting tool—the Kern-Tone
POUR KEM -TONE INTO PAN.

4te-707-te ROLLER-KOATER 89
Eldred Hardware Co.

Credit terms according
regulations.

to

Here's a moccasin with real
. Pliant Hunter
merit
Calfskin . . . Double Soles

government

046.50

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

Phone :121

WORN

Wicarson
(Incorporated)

E. Ninth Street

WITH

PRIDE

BY

MILLIONS

Princeton Shoe Co.

Hopkinsville, Ky.
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known as the J. C. Lowery and or stone corner, thence N. 641
2 the
/
614, Caldwell
pu; apu
page
-A certain tract, piece or par- stored.
Hewlett land; thence N.
B.
J.
Office." Same conveyed
Clerk's
to the beginning,
pules
263
in
I
drill.
post
W.
being
thence
and
OF
lying
elm;
land
257 feet to an
IN THE DISTRICT COURT
to S. L. Crook Corp. by Alfred cel of
2 sets of Cartersville rolls, 87 W. 958 feet to a stone, in containing 33 acres. inure or less. will he
THE UNITED STATES FOR Davis et al., October 10, 1929, Caldwell County, Kentucky, dey
etc. ar- N. 3 E.
pulleys,
springs,
at
tanks,
Beginning
(b) Beginning at a hickory,
follows:
OF
T
as
DISTRIC
N
scribed
THE WESTER
Cole's line, with black walnut
D. B. 62, Page 142, etc.
line
grinding.
wet
his
for
with
thence
ranged
corner;
hill,
268
's
a
on
W.
Wigginton
DIH
74
hickories
PADUCA
N.
two
KENTUCKY,
pt5inters; thence
V.
1 6-in. belt.
4 E. 121 poles to a white
/
50 poles to a black and
thence south S. 221
VISION
"A tract of land in Caldwell N. 5 E.
Works crush- feet to a hickory; to a stone, oak and Lickory, Lowery's cornIron
City
Well
with
I
60
N.
,thence
104
No.
oak;
post
Action
Civil
1429 feet
E.
1%
County, Kentucky, on the waters
his line N. 54 W.
157 poles to three er.
GEORGE HEGELE, and
Travis and LowerN corner in er; thence with
of Livingston Creek, beginning Cash's line and a hickory near
line,
1 8-in, conveyor belt.
MARGARErTA A. HEGELE,
sassafras; thence continu- 151 poles to a stake in said
of
line
on a Spanish Oak, John Hannah's sugar trees
1 8-in. belt.
a creek, S. 15 poles
his wife
course one hundred two small hickories and persame
in
ing
rsw(tnpiucky.C
corner; thence S. 32 W. 100 poles the bank of oak, S. 40 W. 80
g
supportin
for
N. 75
1 set of 6-rolls
KARL FELLER, and
(150) feet beyond the simmon pointers; thence
to a white oak; thence S. 29 to a white
poles this conveyor belt or carriage and fifty Mineral Vein, or for E. 68 poles to the beginning, con- Attorney
29
S.
t
oak,
f)rP1
Al'PfI
white
ntj
a
to
poles
thence
oak;
EMILY K. FELLER, his wife
red
Bayrite
E. 75 poles to a
more or less.
PLAINTIFFS N. 47 E. 136 poles to a white oak to a white oak, S. 34 E. 107 oils.
enough to include all mineral in tainin” 25 acres,
Oak,
2 stoves (Cannon)
Spanish
dead
a
to
poles
NOTICE OF SALE
Hannah's
VS.
Beginning at an elm, S. B.
said
thence following the
in
vein;
(c)
a drain
on
said
Fulwin oats made high
enF.-M.
upright
6
H.P.
1
white
S. L. CROOK CORPORATION, line; thence with same N. 58 W. N. 80 E. 100 poles to a
mineral vein in an eastward Wigginton's line; thence S. 20 in Muldenherg
4 E. 49 poles to the gines, gasoline driven.
/
DEFENDANTS 106 poles to the beginning, con- oak, N. 673
specified
Spanish
and
county, ahg
et al.
oak
foregoing
white
a
the
to
at
poles
course
1 Meyers plunger pump.
By virtue of a judgment and taining 60 acres, more or less." beginning, containing 150 acres,
to the beginning, and oak; thence S. 62 W. 22 poles to farmers are in the rna
distance
y
machiner
following
the
Also
conveyed
conorder of sale of the above Court, Same conveyed to S. L. Crook more or less." Same
mines is the same mineral rights and a dogwood, hickory and chickarendered on June 22, 1942, in the Corp. by Alfred Davis et al. to S. L. Crook Corp. by Alfred located at the different
pin oak at spring; thence S. 12
veyed from J. C. Lowery
,
Kentucky
County,
B.
D.
in
Caldwell
1930,
to
1,
July
proceed
above cause, I shall
October 10, 1929, D. B. 62, Page Davis, et al.,
wife to T. 0. Jones by deed W. 32 poles to a hickory on a
viz:
e
Courthous
62, Page 138.
offer for sale, at the
142, etc.
dated February 18, 1925, of branch; thence W. a straight
Mine No. 1
County line so as to intersect the line
Door in Princeton, Caldweil
VI.
Caldwell
The above boundary to Tract
in
record
1
crusher.
rock
highthe
to
,
County, Kentucky
"A certain tract or parcel of No. IV includes Tract No. III,
Court Clerk's Office in D. B. 54, of John Lowery; thence with
Fairbanks
"Y"
H.P.
25
1
public
at
bidder,
est and best
!and lying and being in Caldwell hereinafter described, known as
Page 484; also by deed from T. Lowery's line and line of the
auction on Monday, August 17, County, Kentucky, on the waters as the J. K. Nelson Tract, which Morse engine.
B. Hewlett and wife to T. 0. original survey to the beginning,
2
No.
Mine
Lydia E. Einickaul T
1:00
of
hours
the
between
the
1942,
of Livingston Creek, bounded as was originally a part of
Jones dated October 16. 1926, of containing 50 acres, more or less.
hoist.
hous
Branding
Emerson
1
being
M.,
P.
3:00
and
P. /*X.
County Court
g at a stone, orifollows: Beginning at a stone at above tract.
Beginnin
Caldwell
in
record
(d)
1 dump car.
ttI111°.ittuila31al ?air(c11111,)nIft hglilrry°13rps
County Court Day, the following the crook of the road in Lowery's
2 E.
/
Also the Flourspar Mill Maits'
Clerk's Office in D. B. 57, Page ginal corner; thence N. 31
Mine No. 3
feelings. Plnicham's
described land and personal lane and corner to No. 1; thence chinery, which is situated on the
set on
stone
a
to
poles
etc.
2
/
271
162,
belt
help
1 150 F.P.M. Sullivan
build
up
ref'
property located thereon, of the with the road N. 89 E. 521
2 poles first two tracts described herein,
/
thence N.
aid In pronautlne')1011
With sufficient surface rights West bank of ditch;
Defendant S. L. Crook Corpora- to a stone in the center of same, Tracts No. I and II, at Crider, driven air compressor.
lo
wdia
ttla
etewslpcur
2 W. 168 poles to a stone on
/
ecitt
ecitliem
y
ted Iron in said tract as may be neces- 851
hoist—Uni
Treeman
1
,
tion, said property being located corner to Lot No. 5; thence with Caldwell
Kentucky
W.
5
County,
S.
sary and convenient for pros- public road; with same original
Works.
and situated in Caldwell County, said lot N. 71
2 E. 126% poles to namely:
/
pecting, mining operations, road 72 poles to a stump of
1 lot Forge Shop Tools.
Kentucky, and described as fol- an elm and stone with hickory
2
/
1 Ingersoll Rand Co. Air ComS. 831
driven air drill sharpen- ways, ,storing and use of water white oak corner; thence to the
air
1
lows:
thence
or,
same;
accumulat
to
including
corner
pressor,
pointers,
for machinery, washers, shafts, E. (old calls) 39 poles22 poles
er.
Eight certain tracts of land, N. 87 W. 191
2 poles to a hickoty Imperial Type 10.
/
2 H.P. Fairbanks-Morse open out work, to erect thereon stone; thence N. 2 W.
/
1 371
bounded and described as fol- and 2 hickories and dogwood
134 6x8 Sawed Ties.
and Lowall buildings necessary for the to a stone, Beaver's
lows:
Wagon oil driven engine.
pointers, corner to Lot No. 1;
1 Fairbanks-Morse
(now Hugh Tosh
mills
corner;
erect
ery's
cannot
ors.
except
accumulat
work,
C-Air
2
I.
2 W. 19 poles to Scale.
/
with same •S. 71
N. 6 W. 27'2
1 clump car.
or buildings to be used as dwell- Corner); thence
'One certain tract, .piece or a hickory with elm, sugar lree, 1 Steel',Oil-. Storage Tank, 10,conveyed palei to a double locust; thence
same
the
Betng
fittings.
lot
pipe
I
ings.
parcel of land lying and being and hickory point, corner to 000 gallon, for oil for engine.
the beginMine No. 4
S. L. Crook Corp. by Alfred S. 86 E. 137 poles to
in Caldwell County, Kentucky, same; with same -N. 87 W. 33
1 Wood water tank, 16x16.
October ning, containing 33 acres, more
dated
deed
by
tank.
water
square
1
Davis
1 Steel Water Cooling Tank.
bounded and described as fol- poles to a stone in Lowery's
or less.
1 500 F.P.M. Ingersoll Rand 10, 1929. D. B. 62, Page 142.
2
/
lows: Beginning on a stone Icorn- line; thence with same N. 71
1 Steel underground oil storSaid for tracts were conveyed
Air Compressor, steam driven,
2 W. 113 poles, 10 links to the be- age tank.
/
THIRD: A tract of land siter to Ed Guess; thence N. 501
Crook Corp. by Alfred
10.
uated and being in Caldwell to S. L. al. by deed dated OcE. 17 poles with Dr. Griffin's ginning„ containing 40 acres,
12 Oil storage drums, 50 gallon Imperial type
1 dump car.
Kentucky, and bounded Davis et
County,
line to a stake, corner to same more or less." Same conveyed to capacity each.
1 150 H.P. steam boiler-hori- and described as follows: Begin- tober It), 1929, D. B. 62, Page
in I.C.R.R. Thence with same N. S. L. Crook Corporation by Al1 Fairbanks-Morse Air Comning on a stone near a sink, 142.
2 W. 13 poles; N. 55 W. 12 fred Davis et al., October 10, pressor and engine, including 2 zontal.
/
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SIXTH: a certain lot or par1 8x7 English Irom Works corner to W. P. Sherrell, thence
poles; N. 60 W. 9 poles to a 1929, D. B. 62, Page 142, etc.
air acculators.
and being in
4 poles to a
/
VII.
2 W. 133
/
his line N. 38 W. 82 poles cel of land lying
stake; S. 301
with
1 Oil purifier and storage tank Hoist.
Kentucky, on
Mine No. 7
2 E. 28 poles
/
"Beginning at a stone and for lubricating F. M. Diesel Ena stone; thence S. 46 E. 72 Caldwell County.
stake; thence S. 501
to
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of Livingston Creek
1 Freeman Hoist.
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Mahlon
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engine,
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land; thence
HELP YOU
acres and
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1 120 H.P.M.
g at a small dog
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or less." Conveyed to S. L. Crook 15 links to a stone, thence S. pulleys and belting.
30 W. 28 poles to a post oak; S. lows: Beginnin
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1
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wood,
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to
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rock,
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by
33
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on
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E.
-Morse
87
Corporati
17 W.
1 Fairbanks
S. 641i E. 263
NINE MINES IN ALL.
hickory and belt driven by F. M. Diesel
and
al. July 1930, D. B. 62, Page 138, elm, sugartree
S. 21 W. 40 poles to a stone, N. pointers, thence
S. 65
At All Mines
2 E. 19 Engine.
/
W. 931/4 poles to a stone, poles to a -stake; thence
Caldwell County Court Clerk's pointers; thence N. 71
70
25 tons, more or corner to Sherrell; thence with W. 2 poles to a stone: thence N
rails,
lb.
18
strings,
e than ever,%woe ow
tables,
Now,
rd
poles to a hickory with two
Office.
Shackelfo
4
2 E. 63 poles to 75 W. 102 poles to a white oak
/
hickories, sugar tree and dog- pulleys and driving line shaft, less.
his line N. 581
Important financial mow
meet
73
N.
described
field;
Also the following
2 corner of Beaver's
/
"A certain tract or parcel of wood pointers, J. D. Parr's line; shaker tables for separating lead,
the beginning, containing 861
sibilities. You con should yor
walsix tracts of real estate:
land lying and being in Caldwell thence with same N. 87 W. 113 zinc and spar.
acres, more or less. Conveyed to W. 143 poles to a hickory, side
piece
tract,
certain
"A
FIRST:
than—with carefree mimeo
County, Kentucky, near or in poles to a dead post oak, corner
L. Crook Corp. by Alfred nut and white oak on north the
4 v4x4 belts driving tables.
S.
or parcel of land, situated and Davis et al. October 10, 1929, of a sink. N. 2 E. 47 poles to
—by faking odvantap of w
Crider, Kentucky, bounded as to Mahlon Lowery's land; thence
1 8' dia. pulley split wood.
acres,i
Ken2
/
341
County,
g
Caldwell
in
,
being
containin
beginning
follows: Beginning on a stone or with same S. 79 E. 89 poles to
1 36' pulley split steel.
D. B. 62. Page 142.
a
in
miles
conveyed
three
Same
less.
about.
tucky,
or
stake in the center of drain, the beginning, containing 8 acres,
FOURTH: A tract Or parcel of more
5 24' pulley split steel.
northerly direction from Crider, land lying and being in Cald- The S. L. Crook Corp. by Alfred
thence in a northwest direction more or less, and said two tracts
3 12' wood split pulleys.
SPECIALLY PLUM
is
what
Page 142,
adjoining
and
,
Kentucky
about 458 feet to a cherry tree, of land are known as the W. J.
1 12' steel split pulley.
well County, Kentucky, and part Davis et al., D. B. 62,
Church
Spring
1929.
10.
Good
as
October
known
dated
deed
corner; thence in a northeast di- Brown land, on said mineral
3 couplings in line shaft, 2
of the land of Washington Ray,
Property, and being more parti- deceased, and being one of the
Or so much thereof as is rerection about 253 teet to a stake faults." Same conveyed to S. L. 15/16-in.
The
as
follows:
described
cularly
If s,ngle cnd SI:C4
right
Crook Corp. by Alfred Davis, et
or stone in the I.0 R.R. Co.
4 2-15/16-in, line shafts.
tracts conveyed to S. L. quired to produce the sums of
12
same tract of land that was con- Crook Corp. by Alfred Davis et money ordered to be made,
imployed only goo ago
of way; thence with the I.C.R.R. al., October 10, 1929, D. B. 62,
1 6-in, wood split pulley.
interest
veyed to the S. L. Crook Cor- al. by Deed dated October 10, judgment debt and
Co. right of way about 150 feet Page 142.
4 24-in, wood split pulleys.
Alexander and
wie
Comes tocioy
VIII.
to T. H. Riley's corner in right of
recorded in Deed Book No. amounting to $19,051.62, Court
5 elevator wood split pulleys. poration by V. J.
1929,
wife by deed dated November 62, Page 142. containing 30 costs of $94.35, and probable
for ccmoic.e Inform*.
"First Tract: Beginning at a
way; thence with T. H. Riley's
1 Buffalo Blower.
in D. B.
costs of $600.00, a total of $19,west line in a southern direction stake, James H. Bright's corner
1 Cartersville Foundry Co. 9, 1931, and recorded
acres, more or less.
about 318 feet to a stake or stone in Urey Williamson's line, on the centrifugal water pump, includ- 64 at pages 286-287 in the Cald- .FIFTH: Four certain tracts or 746.97.
Said sale will be made on a
in drain; thence in a west direction north side of the Eddyville Road; ing pulley and foundation and well County Court Clerk's Of- pieces a land, situated and befice, to which reference is here ing in Caldwell County, Ken- credit of six (6) months, or the
about 87 feet to the beginning thence with Bright's line W. 66 I well.
demade for a more particular
corner;" conveyed to S. L. Crook 2/5 poles to Bright's, W. L. Will1 8-in. belt.
tucky, bounded and described purchaser may pay cash, if he
Finance Corp. of K1
scription by metes and bounds, as follows:
so desires. In the event credit for
Corporation by Alfred Davis et iamson's and Cartwright's line,
1 Sullivan.
or
more
(1,
the
containing 326.77 acres,
by
is
desired
six
months
dogsmall
a
at
al. July 1, 1930, D. B. 62, page in the center of the road; thence
Beginning
1 Ingersol Jack Hammer.
(a)
less.
4 poles to a stake
/
2 W. 523
/
138, Caldwell County Court N. 121
2 6-in. belts
2 Market st.
/
1061
wood with black oak and hick- purchaser, the purchaser must
with
approved
in center of road; thence with
SECOND: Al! of the mineral ory pointers; thence N. 2 E. 13 execute bond
Clerk's Office.
All belting canvas.
ill
Princeton, Ky.
nature, poles to a white oak, corner to surety or sureties, bearing inwhatsoever
another of Cartwright's lines S.
5 bucket type, rubber belt ele- rights of
Mgr.
French,
Maurice
"A certain tract of land in 60 W. 17'4 Poles to a stake; vators.
with ingress and egress to same, the D. M. Maxwell, deceased. terest at the rate of 6% per an4 poles to Mc/
Caldwell County, Kentucky, on thence S. 86 W. 73
1 jig, including plungers, rods. lying upon or under' two cer- place; thence with the Maxwell num from the date of sale unthe waters of Donaldson Creek, Clelland Calvert's corner; thence
3 sand screens, line shaft and tain tracts or parcels of /and
2 W. 52 pulleys.
/
near Good Springs Church and with Calvert's line S.181
located and being in Caldwell
,bounded as follows: Beginning at poles and 7 feet to a stone; thence
1 conveyor, cot shaft and pul- County, Kentucky, on the waters
of Livingston Creek, bounded
the most southern corner of the with another of Calvert's lines S. leys.
2 W. 74 poles and 14 feet to
1
/
and described as .follows: BeginDaniel A. Tosh survey, at a 12,
1 14-in, main drive belt.
thence
'Spanish Oak stump (gone), a stone, Pidcock's corner:,
ning at a stone on west side of
.1 8-in. belt.
2 E.
/
2 poles to a with Pidcock's line N. 871
/
thence N. 90 E. I71
1 line shaft complete with ec- land between T. 0. Jones and
stake; thence N. 9 W. 168 poles 51 3.:i poles to Jess Williamson's; centrices bearings and pulley. _ Will Brown, 150 (One Hundred
to a white ollt7-5th corner-17f—ttrente' It7ith7W1111amson's Mir N-iffY)-,16et--Stnith --of-the- digi
-flirgers.
Daniel A. Tosh survey;, thence 36½ E. 32 poles to a stake;
gings of the old Hayrite Mineral
I ditto.
S. 40 W. 80 poles to a white oak; thence with another of WilliamVein; thence with a line of
1 ditto.
thence S. 29 poles to a white son's lines N. 20 E. 34 poles to
3 coarse jig boxes, 6 compart- Will Brown and T. 0. Jones N.
oak; thence S. 34 E. 107 poles to James Bright's line, same course ments each and 6 wells each 71
2 E. to two hickories, corner
/
the beginning, containing 50 continued 111 poles to the be- complete.
between T. 0. Jones and Will
2 acres,
/
acres, more or less." Conveyed to ginning, containing 751
Brown; thence with Emma Mor1 Mill building.
S. L. Crook Corp. by •Alfred more or less.
1 lot piping, valves, fittings gan and T. 0. Jones line N. 85
Second Tract: Also a small and jugs for each coarse jug W. 68 poles; thence with saint
Davis, et al. July, 1930, D. B.
2
/
tract of land containing 71
62. page 138.
AMMO
acres, which is included in the
IV.
"A tract of land lying and be- above boundary. Conveyed to
ing in the County of Caldwell, S. L. Crook Corp. by S. L. Crook
State of Kentucky, on the waters and wife, R. E. Crook, by deed
of Donaldson Fork of Livingston dated the 3rd day of September
Deed
in
Creek, bounded as follows: Be- 1934, and recorded
ginning at a white oak, ash and Book 35, Page 39 and conveyed
double dogwood at the inter- to the S. L. Crook Corp. by
section of Beaver's line N. 30 deed recorded in D. B. 63, page
E. 56 poles to a white oak and 441."
IX
hickory in Morgan's line; thence
"Also all of the mineral rights
with the same N. 75 W. 208 poles
to a hickory and walnut, his in and to all flourspar, zinc,
corner, passing two white oaks lead, iron, oil, gas, and all other
marked as trees at 83 poles; minerals on or under the tract
ore
thence S. 45 W. 3 poles to a of land hereinafter described, toYour truck —all trucks
white oak in Miller and Dodds' gether with the right of ingress
pro.
line; thence with their line S. and egress to same, with suffiessential to America's war
55 E. 50 poles to a white oak cient surface right to sink shafts,
Chevrolet
and black gum, their corner in erect buildings, lay pipe lines
gram. ... Let your
Ranking line; thence with same on or under same, and to do any
S. 62 E. 150 poles to the begin- and all things necessary to carry
'ern
ning, except 10 acres of the on a general mining business on
dealer help you to "Keep
above boundary conveyed to or under same; said tract of
Set
James Tosh by C. T. McNeely land lying and being in the
rolling." . ..
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Fire Strikes Like A Bomber

Wanted!
DEAD STOCK

Swish! A bomb drops from a U. S. plane on an enemy
target and devastation follows.
Fire is like that. It can strike at your property in the
twinkling of an eye, and devastation follows—unless you
have adequate insurance protection. That protection can
lighten the blow.

HORSES, CATTLE, SHEEP AND HOGS . . . REMOVED
PROMPTLY AND FREE OF CHARGE.

Writing insurance is our business—and we believe we
know how to properly plan any sort of insurance. Call us
at any time and let us help you.

We Pay All Phone Charges
—

Phone 423

Princeton, Ky.

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

Service Insurance Agency
Phone 490
S. Harrison Street

JOIN THE
U.S.TRUCK
CONSERVATION
CORPS

See your Chevrolet dealer,
who is acting as official
service station forTruck Conservation, and get the official emblem for yigur truckss.

to keep 'ern
check.
him for a thorough service
him for
up today—and see
inter.
skilled service at regular
vrolei
vats.... Remember—Che
"Truck
dealers are America's
sts."
Conservation Speciali

Conserv.ho P6.
>TOrvinalor and Outstarld.9 loader "Truck

CHEVROLE

Stevens Chevrolet CO.

Princeton, Ky.

Phone 83

Princeton,

YOU REAL!
American so
with Jap s•
outside?
I you know t
ren, too, ar
is?
iw long do yo
are you willi
iu can't do it b
by cheers.
takes plane
.—ships. And
u—and you
.s. Not the J:

Daws•
Cla
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A
'''UgU1t13,
'

Kentucky
The Princeton Leader, Princeton,
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Out To Win His Wings

Rural Highway
Crew To Complete
Eddy Creek Road

Scores of Caldwell countians
and persons who once made
their homes here will renew
-friehdships Sunday at annual
Bethany Homecoming Day, at
Bethany Methodist Church.
The program will last all day.
In the morning the Rev. J. L.
Burton, pastor in Caldwell more
than 20 years ago, will present
the chief address. Rev. J. L.
Coomer, pastor at Bethany, will
-preside.
At noon a picnic lunch, traditional feature of the gathering,
will be spread under trees in
the churchyard.

Shady Grove Project
To Be Resumed Later,
Made Serviceable
For Duration
As only two more weeks will
be required for Caldwell rural
highway workmen to finish a
road they are working on in
Eddy Creek community, they
will not be returned to the
Shady Grove-Webster Count
Road project until the present
job is completed, County Judge
Herman Lee Stephens said Wednesday.
Workmen were transferred
from the Old Quinn project in
June with the road only half
completed, to a new project in
the south eastern part of the
county. After repeated efforts
by Judge Stephens and a delegation from Old Quinn to get the
work started again, the rural
highway crew was ordered back
to its previous project when it
Fiscal
was learned Caldwell
Court had power to place rural
highway crews where it; members thought best.
But with such a short time
remaining for completion of the
project, Judge
Eddy Creek
Stephens said, it is wise not to
transfer workmen until they
finish.
"Finishing the Old Quinn
Road will not be solved with reopening of the project. Rural
highway allotment in Caldwell
county is not adequate to complete the job and work can
continue only until present
funds are exhausted," Judge
Stephens said. The road may be
made serviceable for the duration, however, hg said.
WPA work in Princeton will
definitely halt when street projects now underway are finished,
city officials said Wednesday.
Federal aid workmen are being
transferred to Camp Campbell,
near Hopkinsville, and no more
WPA cooperation can be furnished for public improvements

In Army Air
To
ing
Homecom
Bethany
Be Observed Sunday, Aug. 16

Corp. James McLean
Corp. James McLean, foster
son of Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Cantrell, Eddyville Road, who is serving Uncle Sam in the Army
Air Corps at Keesler Field, Miss.
Corporal McLean has finished
his first lap of study in classrooms and has embarked in primary flight training. He expects
to be transferred soon. He is
training to be a pilot.

Caldwell Farmers
(Continued from page one)
be asked to appoint as many
of their friends as they need to
help contact every Caldwell
farmer personally with explanations of the pledge, the chairman stated.
from
obtained
Information
farmers will be kept strictly confidential, Mr. Lamb said, and
a farmer is not obliged to pay
what he says he will if his income falls below his expectations.

Patrolmen In Training
Twisdale,
Patrolmen
State
Shorn and Truitt, on duty in
Caldwell, Lyon and Crittenden
counties with headquarters here,
are in Mayfield taking a threeweek's training course under
Captain Smith from Frankfort.
They are being instructed in
various phases of wartime law
enforcement.
until the war is over, it was reported.

A recognition program for
members of
visiting former
Bethany and persons who have
long been a part of the church
will be held in the afternoon,
and the Graham Quartet, wellknown singers who occasionally
perform in Caldwell county, will

Corps

78 Get New Tires
Recaps In July

Stationed In Utah

One Permit For New

„AI

Automobile Issued
By Board

Ration nig
County
Co Id well
17
show
persons
records
Board
.were
the
county
in
here and
new
buy
passenger
to
permitted
sing.
automobile tires or tubes in
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You Should Seriously Consider Your Needs in

Heating and Cooking
s-rirovEs NO RESTRICTIONS
On The

Following Articles
Coal or Wood Cook Stoves . . . Kerosene Cook Stoves
. . . Coal or Wood Heating Stoves . . . Automatic _
Electric Heaters . . . Radios . . . Vacuum Cleaners.
Our stock is very complete.
Also a good stock of Kitchen Cabinets . . .
Utility Cabinets . . . (Metal or Wood) . . . Porcelain
top Tables ... Congoleum Rugs . . . Wool Rugs.
We can sell Electric and Gas Ranges (some restrictions) ... Our stock is very limited.
Don't wait until tomorrow ... Do it today! The

factories have stopped making all metal articles
described above.

CAYCE-YOST CO.
(Incorporated)

HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

FOOD VALUES

CLASSIFIED ADS'

1
1 ;:::anans15(
Apple Sauce'
2

Kraft's Dinner
Cakes
Peaches
Swan Soap

ATTENTION!
Service Men
You are invited to attend a picnic supper given
by the Frank G. Wood Bible Class of the Central
Presbyterian Church at 6:30 P.M., Friday, Aug. 14th
at the Western Kentucky Experiment Station. There
will be plenty of good things to eat—free to all. Come
as early as you can so that we may become better acquainted with each of you. Free transportation will
be furnished to take ydu out and bring you back.
Come to the Annex of the Presbyterian Church (the
Annex is the small concrete block building in the rear
of the Church). In case it rains, supper will be served
at the Annex. We shall be glad to have you men as
our guests on this occasion. Transportation service begins from the Annex at 6 o'clock.
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= PORK CHOPS
— cut from small lean loins

PORK LIVER
- young and tender
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Golden ripe
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RED FRONT

PORK BRAINS
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Fresh Fruits And Vegetobla

Fresh Meats
PORK LOIN ROAST
Loin or rib end

iur Freedoms
Is What Allies
Fighting For

Nice firm heads
CABBAGE

CASh & CARRY STORES
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